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Abstract—A reliable encoding/detection scheme for chipless
radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) tags, free from any normalization procedure, is presented. The key strategy of the present
approach consists in storing the information in the difference between vertically and horizontally polarized reﬂection coefﬁcients
of a completely passive tag. The measured reﬂection coefﬁcients
are preemptively ﬁltered in the time domain to remove most of
harmful effects due to the antenna coupling and environment
multipath, and ﬁnally they are subtracted to obtain the differential
response. A couple of chipless tag conﬁgurations suitable for providing the desired spectral response are presented. The resonators
consist of an artiﬁcial impedance surface comprising either concentric rectangular loop resonators or square loop resonators
loaded with stubs. The presented approach is experimentally
veriﬁed in a non-anechoic environment, and its robustness is
proved. This calibration-free approach could pave the way to
practical applicability of chipless RFID tags in realistic scenarios
with unknown response.
Index Terms—Artiﬁcial impedance surface (AIS), chipless
RFID, frequency-selective surface (FSS), metamaterials, radio
frequency identiﬁcation (RFID).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE main hurdle toward the applicability of radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) technology in place of
conventional barcodes is the cost of the tags that, even if
has considerably dropped in the last decade, still remains too
high [1]. Identiﬁcation or tracking of objects by using radio
frequencies may provide interesting advantages with respect
to barcode, such as the non-line-of-sight and the quickness of
the reading procedure. However, the advantages are often not
sufﬁcient to justify big investments of a company to setting up a
new tracking technology. A solution to overcome this problem
could be the use of an RF barcode that is eventually low-cost as
the optical barcode but still preserves some of the advantages
guaranteed by the use of radio frequencies (e.g., quick reading
of tags, correct working even in absence of optical visibility).
Clearly, the removal of the integrated circuit transforms the
tag in a completely passive scatter having some drawbacks
with respect to conventional chip-equipped devices. Indeed, it
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cannot be reprogrammable, and it often requires ultrawideband
interrogation systems [2]. However, the RF barcode has also
some advantages such as a much lower cost, absence of a
minimum power threshold for activating the tag response, and
usability in harsh environments. The potentialities in terms of
limited cost make chipless technology a good candidate to replace barcode and magnetic cards in several realistic scenarios.
Chipless RFIDs can be divided into two main categories:
those that store information in the time domain (TD) and those
that does it in the frequency domain (FD). The most popular TD
tag is the one based on surface acoustic wave (SAW) [3]. However, it is not sufﬁciently cheap compared to standard RFID tags.
Time-domain based chipless tags employing printed delay lines
have a limited number of encoded bits per area [4]–[6]. The FD
class of chipless tags comprises spectral signature-based tags.
These tags encode data into the spectrum using resonant structures associating a bit with the presence or absence of a resonant
peak at a predetermined frequency in the spectrum. These tags
are promising for their potentially large data storage and low
manufacturing costs. So far, a number of chipless tag conﬁgurations have been proposed [2], [7]–[9]. FD tags can be partitioned into two main groups. Those which receive, ﬁlter and
retransmit a interrogating signal through orthogonally polarized
antennas with a multiband resonator in between [10] and those
employing a set of multifrequency scattering resonators [9].
Beyond the speciﬁc conﬁguration adopted to encode the information, the main limitation of chipless technology is that the
tag detection requires a calibration procedure based on two or
three independent measurements performed on the same scenario (tag, background, and eventually ground plane). Even if
in a laboratory environment this procedure is feasible, this is
not an option in a real scenario. This type of normalization is
feasible only in a few situations where it is possible to store
the background response in advance. For example, the case of
a conveyor belt or those cases where a tag moves with respect
to the interrogating antenna. However, in general, the absence
of a reference makes the tag reading nearly unfeasible. In order
to overcome this fundamental problem and pave the way to a
realistic implementation of chipless technology in more complicate scenarios, we propose a new encoding/decoding scheme
based on two simultaneous acquisitions along two orthogonal
planes of incidence followed by postprocessing combination of
stored data. This approach can be carried out in a realistic scenario by using a reader with a dual-polarized antenna. Some
preliminary results of the same method were presented in [11]
where the idea of using a dual-polarized interrogation was introduced. However, the reported experimental results were unprocessed and valid only for one-bit tags. Here a novel and
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reliable algorithm for postprocessing measured data is introduced. Moreover, new tag conﬁgurations designed for the dualpolarized interrogation are described and experimentally tested.
The paper is organized as follows. The encoding/decoding approach is introduced in Section II. Possible tag conﬁgurations
able to provide the differential encoding scheme are described
in Section III. In Section IV the proposed strategy is experimentally validated for several tag conﬁgurations. Section V is
devoted to the description of the decision strategy whereas the
following Section VI deals with the read range. Concluding remarks are drawn in Section VII.
II. ENCODING/DECODING PROCEDURE
The reading of chipless RFID tags requires, in most of
practical scenarios, a normalization procedure based on the
knowledge of the background response [7], [9], [10], [12]. The
procedure allows removing mutual coupling effects between
the two ports of the antenna and undesired reﬂections due to
multipath propagation. This calibration can be easily applied
in a controlled environment where the background response is
characterized with a preliminary measure but it represents one
of the main obstacles toward practical applicability of chipless
technology.
In order to perform a calibration-free reading, three strategies are jointly adopted: dual-polarization interrogation, timedomain gating, and free-space antenna response subtraction.
The ﬁrst necessary step is to encode the information in the
difference between two responses such as, for instance, the reﬂection coefﬁcient of the tag measured with respect vertical and
horizontal polarizations. This is the key point since it allows encoding the information in a differential response instead of an
absolute one. We remark that the encoding with two polarizations is not adopted to improve the coding capacity of the tag
but to make the reading procedure more robust.
The second step consists of subtracting the reﬂection coefﬁcients of the unloaded antenna (i.e., antenna operating in free
space, not in the operative scenario) from the reﬂection coefﬁcients measured in presence of the tag (i.e., antenna in operative
scenario). The reason of this subtraction is that every dual-polarized antenna does not have the same reﬂection coefﬁcient at
is intrinsically different from
.
ports 1 and 2 and hence
Since the measured signals in presence of the tag are very small,
the intrinsic difference between the two antenna ports could invalidate the decoding procedure. The unloaded reﬂection coefﬁcients of the antenna are independent of the scenario and they
are considered as known parameters.
The third step is the time-domain gating which allows removing some of the harmful effects due to the antenna coupling
and to the multipath phenomena. To perform this operation, the
distance of the tag is estimated by tracking the ﬁrst structural
RCS peak. Time gating is a quite standard technique for radar
signal processing [13], microwave imaging [14], electromagnetic measurement [15], or even chipless RFID [16]. However,
it has to be pointed out that the sole use of dual-polarization interrogation or time-domain gating does not provide a sufﬁcient
intelligible signal at the receiver [17], [12].

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the decoding procedure.

The aforementioned differential coding of information can
be achieved by designing a passive resonator characterized
by a multiresonant frequency response for each of the two
orthogonal polarizations. By tailoring the tags so that the
spectral responses are slightly shifted, the received signals can
be combined (summed or subtracted) to provide well recognizable high-quality factor frequency peaks. The aforementioned
multifrequency responses can be obtained for example by
employing either a rectangular loop resonator or a square loop
resonator loaded with slightly different stubs along two planar
orthogonal planar directions. The details about the adopted
tag conﬁgurations are given in the next section. The steps
followed to accomplish the proposed decoding procedure are
summarized in the ﬂowchart reported Fig. 1. Initially, the
and the
of the antenna are simultaneously measured in
is to the vertical
the operative scenario with the tag where
to the horizontal one. Next, the
and
probing signal and
of the antennas measured in free space are subtracted to
the
and
the aforementioned ones. These new signals, named
for convenience, are then postprocessed. More in detail,
they are anti-transformed in the time domain and then ﬁltered
by using a window for removing most of the effects due to
antenna coupling and multipath. The ﬁltered responses are then
transformed again into the frequency domain. The amplitude
of the two signals is stored and converted into decibels. Finally,
they are subtracted, and a threshold decision scheme, based
on the standard deviation of the differential signal within the
expected frequency window, is adopted. A more advanced
elaboration [18], [19] could be also employed at this stage to
retrieve the encoded bits.
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III. DUAL-POLARIZED CHIPLESS TAG CONFIGURATIONS
The most important feature of the proposed calibration
scheme is the multiresonant backscattering frequency response
of the tags for the two orthogonal polarizations (vertical and
horizontal). The two responses have to be slightly shifted in
frequency domain in order to achieve very sharp peaks when
the curves are subtracted in postprocessing.
To achieve the desired frequency behavior, we have to introduce a certain asymmetry in the resonator. Among several
possibilities, we have selected two promising geometries: the
former is a rectangular loop that provides different resonant frequencies if the E-ﬁeld is aligned to the longer or the shorter side
of the loop. The latter is a square loop loaded with stubs of different length along the two main planar directions.
It is also desirable having a tag with a ground plane to reduce the sensitivity of the spectral response to the tagged object and eventually to the background. The selectivity of the
frequency-domain response is achieved by using resonators arranged in a periodic manner, i.e., frequency-selective surface
(FSS) accommodated in the vicinity of a ground plane. The FSS
and the ground plane forms an interference device with high
spectral selectivity which will be referred as artiﬁcial impedance
surface (AIS) in the following. The resonant structure can provide both reﬂection and absorption, whereas the transmission
coefﬁcient is equal to zero because of the presence of the ground
plane. The AIS, differently from nonperiodic conﬁgurations,
can be rapidly analyzed as an inﬁnite extent surface by using
a periodic method of moment (PMM) [20] or modeled through
an equivalent circuit approach [21]. In this paper simulations
are carried out by using an in-house developed PMM code [22].
This method uses the electric ﬁeld integral equation (EFIE) formulation and the Floquet theory to simulate an inﬁnite array of
resonators. The advantage of this method with respect to commercial codes is that the computation time is very limited and
the results are reliable. In practice, the resonator has a ﬁnite dimension, but the frequency response in terms of resonant peaks
matches well the measured results [9], [23].
A robust compact and versatile multiresonant FSS conﬁguration is offered by concentric loops [9], [24].
The ﬁrst approach to design a tag with multiresonant behavior
shifted for the two polarizations is to stretch the loops toward
one of the two planar axis obtaining a set of concentric rectangular loops. The layout of the proposed unit cell and the side
view of the tag is reported in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The degree of
stretch, which means different gaps
and
along and
directions, provides the amount of the shift achieved in the frequency domain between the two spectral responses. In this case,
every resonant loop encodes a bit of information and the presence or the absence of the loop determine an amplitude modulation on a speciﬁc resonant band. The other possible conﬁguration comprises square resonant loops loaded with stubs on
the corners. The layout of the unit cell is displayed in Fig. 2(c).
The length of the stubs is different along and directions in
order to provide the desired shifted frequency response. The use
of stubs allows adopting a hybrid coding technique since resonant peaks can be easily moved by changing the length of the

Fig. 2. (a) Layout of the tag from a side view and geometry of the FSS unit
cells of the periodic surface on top of the grounded dielectric slab. (b) Several
nested loops or (c) three loops loaded with stubs with a different length toward
the and directions.

stubs [25]. In the latter case, the information coding is not binary, but it can have a larger base, depending on the number of
states of the loop [7]. The use of only three loops guarantees
the absence of the coupling between the loop resonators thus
providing the independence of all encoded states. By using the
hybrid coding technique it is possible to encode almost 16 bits
with three loops only [25]. The bit number could be, in principle, further increased (for instance, by using fours loops), but
there can be issues about coupling between loops. For the conﬁguration including only rectangular loops, 10 bits can be easily
encoded. By decreasing the width of each loops and the gaps between one loop and another, the number can be extended to 20
bits. The main limitation in this case is given by the precision
of lithographic process, say 5 mils.
Both of tag conﬁgurations perform deep absorptions over
multiple resonance frequencies given that the substrate is characterized by a suitable amount of losses and the proper thickness
[9], [26]. The reﬂection responses obtained with the proposed
conﬁgurations are reported in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4. In both cases,
the unit cell periodicity is equal to 15 mm. Each unit cell is
discretized with a regular grid of 64 64 pixels leading to a
pixel dimension of 0.234 mm, which is still well above the limit
of precision of the standard photolithographic process. An FR4
substrate
is chosen for its low cost, whereas
the thickness of 1.6 mm is chosen to maximize the absorption
at the resonances with this speciﬁc substrate.
In the case of the rectangular loop resonators, 10 bits are
achieved by accommodating ten loops one inside another. The
ten rectangular loops have
mm and
mm.
In the case of the loaded loops, the width of the stubs is one
pixel, and their length is varied to change the encoded states.
In both cases, well-visible transitions in correspondence of
every resonance frequency are obtained by subtracting the
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Fig. 3. Amplitude reﬂection coefﬁcient of a periodic artiﬁcial impedance surface comprising ten nested rectangular loops according to the unit cell design
mm
reported in Fig. 2(b). The geometrical parameters are chosen as
mm. The substrate is FR4 with
. The unit
and
cell periodicity is equal to 15 mm.

Fig. 4. Amplitude reﬂection coefﬁcient of an inﬁnite array of square loops
loaded with different stubs printed on top of a grounded dielectric substrate.
The reﬂection coefﬁcient is computed at normal incidence for vertical and hor.The unit cell
izontal polarization. The substrate is FR4 with
is equal to 15 mm.
periodicity

vertically and horizontally polarized reﬂection coefﬁcients in a
logarithmic scale. The smaller is the frequency shift between
the response of the two polarizations, the higher is the Q-factor
of the subtracted signals. As an example, the curve achieved
by subtracting the vertical and horizontal polarized signal of
Fig. 4 is reported in Fig. 5. The effect of the stub length on the
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Fig. 5. Amplitude difference between the reﬂection coefﬁcients obtained for
with
vertical and horizontal polarization. Geometrical parameters:
equal to
,
,
.

resonant peaks is also highlighted by reporting two additional
curves obtained by slightly varying the length of the -directed
stub associated to the external loop. As already pointed out, the
shift of the resonance frequency can be exploited to enhance
the number of encoding states.
The simulated results refer to inﬁnite structures which is a
good predictor of the spectral response of the truncated structure
[9]. However, the response of the inﬁnite periodic surface is not
overlaid to the one of a ﬁnite surface in correspondence of the
ﬁrst resonance that is usually slightly shifted with respect to the
measured data. This is due to the ﬁniteness of the sample, which
is not considered in the PMM code. However, this is not a real
problem from a practical point of view, since the precise position
of the resonances can be found with measurements once for all.
When employed in an operative scenario, the periodic
impedance surface is truncated to few unit cells and the number
of unit cells can be suitably chosen to obtain the required
level of radar cross section (RCS), i.e., the desired read range.
Generally, a size of 2
2 unit cells, which corresponds to
mm , guarantees a sufﬁcient level of scattered power
to detect the tag at distances up to 1 m.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION IN
NON-ANECHOIC ENVIRONMENT

A

In order to verify the reliability of the proposed encoding
scheme, several prototypes have been manufactured and measured. The prototypes have been fabricated by using a low-cost
substrate, i.e., 1.6-mm-thick FR4. The response of the tag has
been measured through a dual-polarized horn antenna characterized by a gain of 8 dBi at 2 GHz and which increases up to
13.3 dBi at 8 GHz. The two channels, which are characterized by
an isolation between 30 and 35 dB in the analyzed frequency
range, are used to send the interrogating signals with vertical
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Fig. 6. Photograph of the experimental setup.

Fig. 7. Measured
tag placed at 45 cm.
polarization.

and
of the interrogating antenna with the chipless
is for vertical polarization, and
is for horizontal

and horizontal polarization. The measurements have been performed in a non-anechoic environment, which is the Microwave
Laboratory of the Department of Information Engineering of the
University of Pisa, with the tag placed at a distance of 45 cm
from the reading antenna. A picture of the employed setup is
reported in Fig. 6.
As a test case, a chipless tag comprising three concentric
loops loaded with stubs has been measured and decoded by
using the classical calibration procedure and the proposed encoding/decoding scheme. The measured
and
of the interrogating antenna are reported in Fig. 7.
As it is evident, the recorded responses on the two channels,
which are
and
, are quite different. This effect is mainly
due to the intrinsic differences between the two ports of the antenna, not to the presence of the tag. However, since the
and

of the antennas measured in free space are known, they can
be subtracted from the collected measurements in presence of
the tag. It has to be pointed out that this postprocessing operation is completely independent of the scenario where the tag is
embedded in. This preliminary subtraction allows removing the
effect of the antenna matching and thus isolating only the signal
contribution due to the tag and to the scenario. After that, the
signals are transformed in the time domain and windowed. The
time gating allows removing some effects due the multipath and
antenna coupling.
The initial time step of the window applied to the received
signals is related to the position of the tag. The ﬁrst strong
peak due to the structural component of the RCS allows identifying this parameter. The duration of the time gating is long
enough to avoid any loss of information in the spectral domain. The TD window applied in this case is almost rectangular.
There is a slight transition in the beginning of the window which
makes the shape of the windows trapezoidal. We tried to use
several windows (Hamming, Hanning, Triangular, Rectangular,
Kayser, Blackmann-Harris, etc.). However, the ﬁnal results do
not differ substantially provided that the three more important
parameters (duration of the window, initial time, initial transition) are suitably set. The most important parameter is the length
of the time window, since it determines the bandwidth of the
FD ﬁlter which convolutes the frequency-domain response of
the tag (the time-domain multiplication can be seen as a convolution among the frequency-domain response of the tag and the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the window).
The bandwidth of this ﬁlter, i.e., the FFT transform of the TD
window, must be smaller or comparable to the bandwidth of the
resonant peaks of the chipless RFID resonator. If this condition is not satisﬁed, the information associated to the RCS response will be lost in the convolution operation. For this reason,
it has been estimated that the minimum duration of the window
is 15 ns in this speciﬁc example where the bandwidth of the
peaks is around 50 MHz.
The shape of the time-domain window allows having a convolution frequency ﬁlter with higher or smaller rejection on side
lobes. However, it has to be kept in mind that the time tapering
increases the bandwidth of the main lobe for a certain ﬁxed
length of the window. The time window has to fulﬁll to two
opposite requirements: it should be long enough to have a frequency response of the time window at least smaller than the
frequency bandwidth of the resonant peaks but, at the same time,
it should be short enough to ﬁlter out the RCS contributions of
the objects close to the tag. Consequently, if there exist objects
too close to the tag, the accuracy of the proposed technique
decreases. The chosen trapezoidal window is a good choice
since it allows keeping substantially unchanged the bandwidth
of the main lobe of the ﬁlter in the frequency domain and to
apply some tapering which tends to reduce the contribution of
other resonant peaks in the FD convolution. The precise initial
time has been optimized empirically concluding that 1 ns before the presence of the strong peaks is a reasonable choice. The
time-domain signal and the ﬁltering window are both reported
in Fig. 8. The same signal is represented also in terms of distance by using
, where is the speed of light, is the
roundtrip time, and is the distance of the tag.
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Fig. 8. Time-domain signal with the time window used to ﬁlter it. Time-domain
of Fig. 1.
signal is obtained by applying the inverse FFT to the signal
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Fig. 10. Reﬂection coefﬁcient for vertical and horizontal polarizations obtained through the standard calibration procedure involving three simultaneous
measurements (tag, ground plane of the same size of the tag, and background
measurement).

of the tag, and background measurement in absence of the tag)
as follows:

Fig. 9. Frequency-domain signals for horizontal and vertical polarizations after
time gating.

After the time gating, the two signals are transformed again
into the frequency domain (Fig. 9). As it is apparent from Fig. 9,
the two signals separately postprocessed are still ambiguous. A
number of resonant peaks can be observed, including the three
searched ones, but it is complicated to separate the noise from
the useful information. The amplitude reﬂection coefﬁcients obtained for the two polarizations by using the classical normalization procedure [7], [9] are reported in Fig. 10 for comparison,. The standard procedure combines three measurements obtained in the same scenario (tag, ground plane of the same size

On the contrary, by using the approach proposed here, the bit
sequence is decoded by using only a single measurement.
In order to improve the detectability of the received information, the amplitude of the two postelaborated signals are subtracted in log scale. In this way, a much clearer curve is obtained.
To facilitate the assessment of the derived result, the difference
curve is compared, in Fig. 11, with the optimal result obtained
by subtracting the calibrated signals of Fig. 10 as well as with
the simulations of the inﬁnite surface obtained with the PMM
code. The curves agree well demonstrating that the use of polarization diversity results in a crucial improvement in the quality
of the received signals and thus avoiding unpractical calibration
procedures.
To further assess the robustness of the presented method, a
set of different tag conﬁgurations have been measured and decoded. The reﬂection differences obtained by using the presented calibration-free method are reported in Fig. 12. Different
stub lengths of the internal loop characterize the measured tags.
As previously pointed out, the variation of the stubs length allows shifting the resonance peak associated to a speciﬁc loop
and thus improving the coding capacity of the tag. It is evident
that, in all cases, the present approach allows following the shift
of the third peak. As shown in Fig. 12, it is also possible to appreciate if the curves cross the zero from negative to positive
or from positive to negative
, thus doubling
the coding capacity. This behavior is simply obtained by using
an -oriented stub slightly longer than -oriented one or vice
versa. It is worth underlining that the other resonant peaks are
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TABLE I
ESTIMATION OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION (STD) OF THE CURVE AND
ITS MAXIMUM VALUE WITHIN THE DECISION BANDWIDTH
WHILE THE STUB OF THE SECOND LOOP IS VARIED.
STANDS
FOR POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE SLOPE OF THE CURVE

TABLE II
ESTIMATION OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION (STD) OF THE CURVE AND
ITS MAXIMUM VALUE WITHIN THE DECISION BANDWIDTH
WHILE THE STUB OF THE THIRD LOOP IS VARIED.
STANDS
FOR POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE SLOPE OF THE CURVE
Fig. 11. Measured amplitude difference between the vertically and horizontally polarized reﬂection coefﬁcients of a three-loop tag. The result obtained by
using the standard calibration procedure is compared with the one retrieved by
avoiding the subtraction of the background and with simulated result. The simulated result obtained by using the PMM method is superimposed for comparison.

Fig. 12. Measured amplitude difference for ﬁve different bit sequences obtained by progressively varying the length of the stubs of the third loop and
or
. The other stubs are ﬁxed at the
imposing
,
. Detection is perlowest length:
formed by avoiding background subtraction.

unperturbed by the variation of the stub lengths associated to
the third loop.
V. DECISION STRATEGY
In order to deﬁne a decision strategy, some relevant parameters have been recorded on frequency windows around the
expected resonance frequencies. The frequency windows, as

highlighted in Fig. 12, are chosen with a bandwidth of 0.6%
around each expected resonance frequency, and the
estimated parameters are the maximum absolute value, the standard deviation, and the gradient of the curve. Some additional
examples with the values of the aforementioned parameters are
reported in Table I and Table II. In those cases, stubs of the
second and third loop are varied, respectively. The three resonance frequencies listed in the rows of the table are the ones expected for the stub conﬁguration of the ﬁrst column. As the stub
lengths of the second and third loops are increased, the second
resonant frequency (Table I) and the third resonant frequency respectively (Table II) are shifted. It is, therefore, expected to observe high standard deviation and a high maximum value within
a new frequency window. Indeed, by observing for instance the
values of standard deviation for the frequency of 5.16 GHz in
Table II, it is evident that the standard deviation of the curve
drops from 12.9 to less than 0.89 when the stub is increased.
Moreover, the maximum observed value decreases rapidly by
increasing the stubs length. This means that both standard deviation and maximum value can be used to estimate the presence
or absence of resonant peak in a certain narrowband frequency
window. The standard deviation seems to be a better predictor
for deciding about the presence or the absence of a peak within a
certain frequency window with respect to the maximum value.
The reason is that it is calculated by considering a set of frequency points instead of a single one.
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The standard deviation of the curve is also a good predictor of
the noise ﬂoor measured when the resonant peak is not present
in a certain frequency window. For this reason, it can be used
as a minimum threshold for deciding about the presence of the
resonant peak. Even very close frequency peaks can be distinguished with a threshold value of 2.5. The number of possible
states has however to be decreased if possible intrinsic tolerances of the substrate permittivity are taken into account. For
instance, if some variation of the dielectric permittivity among
tags is expected, the frequency window band can be doubled,
and thus the number of states for each loop is halved. In the
present case, the number of encoded bit would decrease from
15.8 to 12.8. Finally, it is pointed out that also phase responses
can be exploited to cross-check the accuracy of the decoded bit
sequence [27].
VI. READING RANGE
According to previous calculations [26] by using the Friis formula the reading range for these kind of tags can be up to 3 m
with a power level of 0 dBm and a sensitivity of the receiver of
70 dBm. However, it has to be pointed out that mutual coupling between transmitting and receiving ports of the antenna
tends to reduce this ideal value [28]. Indeed, when the distance
between the reader and the tag is increased, the coupling level
between antennas remain at the same level and the signal received back to the tag decreases. The reading range is in our
case also limited by the presence of big objects behind the tag.
Indeed, as already pointed out, the used time window has to fulﬁll to two opposite requirements. It should be long enough to
have a frequency response of the time window at least smaller
than the frequency bandwidth of the resonant peaks but, at the
same time, it should be short enough to ﬁlter out the RCS contributions of the objects close to the tag. In our speciﬁc non-anechoic environment case, with a wall at 2 m from the tag, the
reading range was 50 cm. However, it is not possible to deﬁne the reading range independently of the scenario but only
an upper bound can be estimated.
VII. CONCLUSION
A novel calibration procedure for chipless RFID is presented
and experimentally veriﬁed. The encoding/decoding scheme is
based on a differential encoding mechanism followed by timedomain postprocessing. The differential encoding is obtained
by subtracting the tag response measured simultaneously along
two orthogonal planes of incidence. The passive dual-polarized
tags employed to this purpose comprise an artiﬁcial impedance
surface able to provide multiresonant spectral responses. The
methodology allows avoiding the usual unpractical calibration
procedure thus paving the way to the employment of chipless
technology in realistic operative scenarios.
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